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FBI Agents Otto and Gaspar pick up where Lee Childâ€™s â€œThe Enemyâ€• leaves off in the Hunt

for Jack Reacher.Lee Child Gives Diane Capri Two Thumbs Up!"Full of thrills and tension, but smart

and human, too. Kim Otto is a great, great character â€” I love her." Lee Child, #1 World Wide

Bestselling Author of Jack Reacher ThrillersWhen FBI Special Agents Kim Otto and Carlos Gaspar

are sent to Fort Bird, North Carolina to find Jack Reacher, powerful enemies with their backs against

the wall will stop at nothing to keep the secrets Reacher left behind. The Hunt for Jack Reacher

series enthralls fans of John Grisham, Lee Child, and more:"Diane writes like the maestro of the

jigsaw puzzle. Sit back in your favorite easy chair, pour a glass of crisp white wine, and enter her

devilishly clever world." â€”David Hagberg, New York Times Bestselling Author of Kirk McGarvey

Thrillers"Expertise shines on every page." â€”Margaret Maron, Edgar, Anthony, Agatha and

Macavity Award Winning MWA Past President and MWA Grand Master 2013Readers Love the Hunt

for Jack Reacher Series and Diane Capri:"I 'stumbled' on this title and was attracted to it as I am a

Jack Reacher fan. Loved the story and the author's writing style. Couldn't wait for more so I

purchased [Raw Justice] and want more Jennifer Lane â€” please?! Fatal Distraction is also on my

Kindle to read list!" "I have been a Reacher fan for years and was excited when I heard of Diane

Capri's take on 'Finding Reacher'. 'Don't Know Jack' is a good companion to Child's Reacher books

and recaptures the flavor of the Reacher mystique. I am waiting anxiously for the next book in the

series and the next and the next, and so on.""All Child fans should give it a try!"New York Times and

USA Today Bestselling Author DIANE CAPRI does it again in another blockbuster Hunt for Jack

Reacher Series Novel
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If youâ€™ve been following Diane Capriâ€™s â€œHunt for Reacherâ€• series, you know that she has

introduced us to a new set of thoroughly believable and fascinating characters that have, against all

odds, integrated seamlessly into the Jack Reacher story line and broadened the reach and

fascination of an already well-developed and near-iconic character.Agents Otto and Gaspar are a

duo that is, at one time, mismatched yet perfect for each other. Their depth and ongoing

development holds the series together quite nicely and keeps the reader eager for the next

installment. Every new book brings greater detail, a stronger back-story and the ever-increasing

anticipation of an Otto/Reacher confrontation. I can hardly wait for it to happen but the growing

suspense in waiting for it is a sweet elixir that never gets tiring. "Jack & Joe" works on all these

levels.Capri has taken her time in telling Otto and Gaspar's tale and it works amazingly well. Each

book holds up on its own but manages to advance the overall theme at a fairly rapid rate, never

disappointing, always totally engaging.â€œJack & Joeâ€• delves deeper into the story of

Reacherâ€™s brother, adding richness and texture to the bigger picture while creating greater

anticipation to hear, not only Dianeâ€™s next installment, but Lee Childâ€™s, as well. We see

Ottoâ€™s unreasonable fear of flying, a trait that has the potential to get annoying but, somehow,

brings a measure of realism to Kim Otto's personality . We watch her as her brilliant mind processes

the evidence and we learn how to analyze from it.We see hints into Gasparâ€™s private life that

make us curious to learn more and draw us into a concern for his family. We want to help him with

his limp but admire and respect him for the way he handles it.

Jack and JoeYou never really quite know what is going to happen when your boss calls. That is the

downside of being employed. The paychecks are nice, but itâ€™s those pesky phone calls.Diane

Capri has created as parallel world to Lee Childâ€™s vaunted REACHER series; two FBI agents,

Kim Otto and Carlos Gaspar, who have been tasked by their Charlie-esque bossâ€”Cooperâ€”to



build a file on Jack Reacher and his activities since the end of â€œThe Affairâ€•; the purpose is

ostensibly to vet Reacher for a confidential government mission.In this sixth installment (covering

about three weeks so far) Otto and Gaspar revisit the locale for THE ENEMY, Reacherâ€™s

involvement with both Delta Force and Armor. For the first part of the journey, Otto is on her own as

Gaspar is dealing with the impending arrival of his fifth child. The informant she is to meet is killed in

a horrendous crash on sleet-slick North Carolina mountain roads. A wild shoot-out in a strip-club

leaves people dead and the gimp-legged club owner injured. Cousins, brothers, husbands, wives,

divorces and corruptionâ€¦in many guises interplay in a game of which door do to run down.Capri

moves into a bit of a different mode in this book by shifting narration from third person to Ottoâ€™s

point of view. Subtle, but very much in line with Childâ€™s modality as wellâ€¦he mixes voice from

book to book. She also involves Otto and Gaspar much more in the Army social culture, especially

the brother officer block and the meshing-yet-separation between officers and non-commissioned

officers. It was sort of fun to see that Otto was sort of out of her comfort-zone on a military base

without Gaspar, the newest dent in her Teutonic visageâ€¦other than the flying thing.

Another fantastic spin on the legend of Jack Reacher. As much as I like the Reacher novels and the

character, I'm growing more and more fascinated by FBI special agents Kim Otto and Carlos

Gaspar. They grow more complex with each book, and more compelling with each installment. In

this episode of their mission to find Jack Reacher, Otto must start the task on her own. We get a

chance to know her better and hear her personality take shape as the story is told from her

perspective. She's afraid of flying, and this time there's good reason for that fear. But that's just the

beginning. The action and tension are unrelenting, with just the right amount of down time when

Otto pairs up with Gaspar again to follow their thoughts and questions as they try to figure out the

riddle of Reacher.This time, Reacher's brother Joe is thrown into the mix. The two brothers are

almost identical physically but couldn't be more different than sandpaper and silk. We get to know

more about Joe Reacher, and in a unique way--through his choice of women. While the book

deepens the mystery of Jack Reacher, we meet a man very much like him who reflects the loss and

gentleness that is somewhere inside the elusive Jack. This was so nicely done that I regret never

having had the chance to know Joe better.But I do know Kim Otto much better, and she's a tiny

stick of dynamite with a sharp mind and a deadly aim. She's compelling as a character and is taking

on her own mystique as the series continues. Gaspar, bless his heart, is still recovering from a leg

injury and putting his life in jeopardy by thinking the Tylenol he eats like candy won't hurt him so

long as he can hide his consumption from Kim. They're a mismatched team with unique angles that



fit together and make an efficient team.
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